3D direction display bracelet for wearable system
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Abstract
We have developed the information display device that displays three-dimensional direction to
a target object with vibration and light for wearable systems. The device can present only twodimensional direction naturally, but the user can know three-dimensional direction by keeping the
vibration and light to relative direction according to the user’s wrist posture. The applications for
this device are navigation system in complex buildings such as hospitals and libraries, lost prevention
system for children, presenting the direction to people or dangerous objects around robot suite user,
etc.
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INTRODUCTION

We have developed a bracelet type information display device for displaying three-dimensional direction
to a target object with vibration and light for wearable systems.
Before we prototype the display, we conduct a preliminary experiment to examine characteristics of
three stimuli, light from LEDs, tactile sensation, and visuals from head mounted display. As a result of
the experiment, we found that tactile sensation is the most noticeable than the three stimuli[3]. From
the result of the experiment, we employ vibration motor for notifying approximate direction, and LEDs
for present detail direction. The user can sense vibration without glance and sense light more clearly
than vibration. The user can know the direction roughly without glance and more correct direction
with looking the device.
The device is formed as a bracelet so that the user attaches on his or her wrist and consists of
display part and wrist posture sensing part. On the display part, eight vibration motors and eight
LEDs are attached along ring shape to present vibration and light. Figure 1 describes how the vibration
motors and the LEDs are layouted. The wrist posture sensing part detects the user’s wrist posture from
tilt, direction and position of the device. The device uses the posture information to calculate and to
present relative direction to the target object. Even though the device can present only two-dimensional
direction statically, the user can sense three-dimensional direction by that the device keeps presenting
relative direction according to the user’s movement. We believe that natural movement on daily life is
enough to let user know the three-dimensional direction.
The device can present only two-dimensional direction naturally, but the user can know threedimensional direction by keeping the vibration and light to relative direction according to the user’s wrist
posture. The applications for this device are navigation system in complex buildings such as hospitals
and libraries, lost prevention system for children, presenting the direction to people or dangerous objects
around robot suite user, etc.
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Figure 1: The layout of the vibration motors and the LEDs.
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Related Work

Several actuators are used as tactile display, foexample, pin-array[5], low frequency speaker [2], etc.
Barralon et al. developed similar tactile display to our work[1]. However, our system senses the posture
of user’s wrist and adjust stimuli according to the posture. Lee et al.[4] developed a bracelet type
tactile display and interaction method using hand gesture. Our approach uses natural movement of
wrist instead of hand gesture.
There are several personal navigation systems that present map or geological information on head
mounted display or small screen on personal digital assistance or smart phone. Our device can navigate
the user without occluding his or her sight while maneuvering. ActiveBelt [6] by Tsukada et al. is
the belt type device that presents two-dimensional direction with vibration. Our system can display
three-dimensional direction by user’s movement.
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3D direction display

We implemented the ﬁrst protype of the 3D direction display. We employed a band made of elastic
cloth as base of the bracelet. The elasticity enable the bracelet to ﬁt user’s wrist tight and to convey
biveration from the viberation mortors eﬃciently.
We employed LilyPad viberation mortors as viberation mortors. LilyPad series are series of sensors,
actuators and microcontrollers for prototyping wearables and e-textiles. Figure 2 shows a LilyPad
viberation mortor and 100 yen coin for size comparison.

Figure 2: LilyPad viberation mortor.

Figure 3: BlinkM MinM.

Figure 4 shows the elastic band with eight viberation mortors attached. The viberation mortors
are disigned to be wired with conductive thread though, we used electrical cables from strength and
elasticity reasons. The viberation mortors are controled with I2 C interface through a multiplexer.

Figure 4: This is the caption.

As LEDs, we employed BlinkM MinM, becase of it’s size and it’s features that are handy for prototype
implementation. Figure 2 shows a BlinkM MinM and 100 yen coin for size comparison. BlinkM MinM
is small full color LED with I2 C interface and micro controller.
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Presenting Models

The several presenting models are available with this device. The simplest style is the pointing model
which drives the vibration motor and LED that are the directed to the target object. The second style
is the diﬀused reﬂection model which supposes the target object is a light source, and calculate reﬂected
luminous intensity from the direction of each vibration motors and LEDs. Figure 5 and Figure 6 illustlate
the pointing model and the diﬀused reﬂection model each. The red color indicate driven actuators and
color depth indicate intensity to drive. Also we considered the combinations which apply these models
for vibration motors and LEDs, since we employed two stimulus, vibration and light that have diﬀerent
characteristics.
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Figure 5: Pointing Model.
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Figure 6: Diﬀused Reﬂection Model.

Conclusion and Future Work

We have deveroped a bracelet type information display for displaying three-dimensional direction. The
display can present three-dimensional direction by reﬂecting the posture of user’s wrist.In this paper,

we discussed about presenting models of this device. Imprementation of wrist posture sensing part and
formal user study is remaiond as future work.
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